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Symbolic Data Analysis (SDA) gives a framework for describing and analyzing classes of individuals. 
The description, of theses classes, uses "symbolic variables". These variables are defined on classes. 
Their values called "symbolic values"  (as they are not reduced to numbers),  express the variability of 
the individuals inside each class by intervals, histograms, bar charts, sequences of categorical or 
numerical values, sometimes weighted by numerical or associated to categorical values and the like. 
This yields at least to three advantages: studding the data by units given at the needed level of 
generalization, reducing the number of units, reducing the number of variables. For example, if we 
wish to know what makes a player wine, the good level of study is the set of individuals (i.e. the 
players); if we wish to know what makes a team wine, the good level of study is the set of teams. The 
description, of the teams, needs to take care on the variability inside the classes of players by using: 
intervals or histograms of age, bar chart of nationalities, list of sponsors associated with the kind of 
sponsoring etc.  Hence, SDA applied to these data, yields to at least three advantages: the teams are the 
good level of study, there are less teams than players so the number of units is reduced , by 
considering symbolic variables whose values are for example bar charts instead the variables defined 
by the frequency of each category, we reduce the number of variables. The two main steps of a 
Symbolic Data Analysis are first to build the symbolic data from given standard or complex 
sometimes big data files; second, to apply symbolic data analysis methods. There is a wide domain of 
research by extending standard Data Mining methods to symbolic data.  
 
We show that considering symbolic values as sequences of numbers loose the variation inside the 
classes. We show also, that the statistics on individuals is not the same than the statistics of classes. 
We give 10 examples of symbolic variables and we show how they are needed in the simple example 
of the teams of players.  
 
Several mathematical questions are then settled.  In the case of N = All it must be shown a theorem 
proving that when the number of classes tends towards N (the number of individuals), then the 
symbolic method tends towards the standard method.  In the case where N is not all, then we suggest 
three theorems which have to be proved. In the specific case where the cells of the symbolic data table 
contains densities functions, we show the need of using copulas theory which yields on extending 
basic data analysis method to copular methods as PCA to copular PCA.  Other questions are settled as 
finding law of parameters of laws, or finding law of laws (Dirichlet kind models) or more generally 
finding law of vectors of laws. We show that SDA supervised classification of classes, yields to 
smaller errors than classification of individuals. Some optimization problems are settled as the one of 
finding the best discretization of numerical variables in order to maximize the distances between the 
classes and to maximize also, the correlations between the symbolic variables. We compare finaly 
SDA with other fields as "Multilevel Statistical Analysis",   "Functional data Analysis",  "Bayesian 
estimation", "Mixture Decomposition by EM",  "Contingency data table analysis", "Complex and Big 
Data Analysis", "Object Oriented Data Base".   
 
 Finally, we present an industrial and an epidemiological application.                        
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